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Category:Pedagogy Category:English-language education Category:School terminology Category:School buildings Category:School typesA new threat spreading through South Asia would put ‘heavy strains on South Asian security,’ says Indian army commander Indian Army's General Dalbir Singh Suhag, Commander of the Northern Command of the Indian Army, speaks on Thursday during an interview to the press, in New Delhi World Bulletin /
News Desk A new threat spreading through South Asia would put “heavy strains on South Asian security,” India’s Northern Army Commander has said on Thursday. “There is a new threat emerging, which requires a new and innovative approach from the existing military and security establishments,” said General Dalbir Singh Suhag, Commander of the Northern Command of the Indian Army. Suhag stressed the need to keep the peace in the
region, saying this “is a region of very high instability, which can easily lead to conflicts.” Referring to Pakistan, Suhag said, “It is our goal to keep this region under our control. We do not want it to destabilize. This region has so much potential that we want it to be developed. “Pakistan needs to take steps to ensure that terrorism is not unleashed in the region,” he said. “This is the only option that they have for their economy,” Suhag said. “We are
continuously monitoring their activities in the region.” When asked about Pakistan’s recent claim of constructing a “Sumerian Tower,” Suhag said he would not comment on it. “We do not recognize such things,” he said. “Whatever is the pretext, it is the same thing.” Indians were killed and property was destroyed on Aug. 26 by Pakistan-based terrorists. As per the Pakistani claim, the attack was carried out by Pakistan-based Jaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM) terrorists who entered India on a motorcycle bearing Pakistani number plates. The area was surrounded and over 40 Indians were killed in the attack. Later, Indian officials had said this was not a terrorist attack and it was suicide bombers. “The government of India will not let them (Pakistan) off the hook so easily,” Suhag said. 3da54e8ca3
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